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and to live of his own without further exactions from his poor
subjects, especially in a time of peace. Otherwise, a precedent
of Richard IFs reign might be followed, when the king's ex-
cessive gifts and extravagance caused the appointment of a
council to inquire into these excesses.
Other speakers were more eager to remove grievances, such
as monopolies, purveyance, and wardship, than to su/fljeKt ways
to make good the loss their abolition would entail, The unwil-
lingness of the commons to grant an income that would have
made the king largely independent of parliament, was probably
increased when attention was called to a law dictionary, '1 he
Interpreter, compiled by John Gowcll. In this book the royal
authority is enhanced to the highest point, and its writer leaves
the impression that in his opinion the king is absolute and above
the laws, and only admits the concurrence in legislation of the
three estates through his benignity or by reason of his corona-
tion oath.1 Before there was time to prepare an address, the
king prudently sent a message to the two houses in which he dis-
avowed the theory of the prerogative, as set forth by (!o\veil,
and acknowledged that he had no power either to make laws
or levy subsidies without parliamentary assent. He therHbn*
ordered the suppression of the obnoxious volume,8
After this interruption, attention once again centred on tint
state of the royal income. The commons were now willing that
compensation should be given to the king in return for his
surrender of all he received from feudal tenures except aids* but
they offered only £100,000 when twice that amount was de-
manded by the court. They declined to proceed, and, instead,
began to consider grievances (among them impositions), For-
bidden to discuss them and told by James that he would not
have his prerogative called in question, the commons en^a^ed
in an animated debate, in which claims were advanced that
members might discuss any subject that concerned the welfare
of the kingdom. Accordingly a petition was drawn up ami,
unlike the Apology, entered in full in the journal. The commons
now asserted that parliament enjoyed the ancient and undoubted
right to debate freely all matters affecting the subject, and sought
permission to make a thorough examination of the new imposi-
tions. Thereupon James drew back, admitting that impositions
1	Cowell, The Interpreter (1607), sub King, Prerogative, Parliamwn, ami Sutoitly.
2	Parliamentary Debates in iGw> pp, aa~5,

